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TRY THESE ACTIVITIES TO INSPIRE STUDENTS TO BE BETTER
DIGITAL CITIZENS —SMART, KIND, AND SECURE ONLINE.
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Introduction
Do you remember carbon copy paper forms? I had to use them to write comments on student
performance when I began my teaching career in the early ‘90s. The internet was still a mystery
to most people—and definitely to most educators. Over the past decade, digital technology and
internet use have become a prominent, daily tool in classrooms.
As a teacher, I know technology holds tremendous possibility. I have seen it empower students
to collaborate, problem-solve, and share their voice widely. There’s also a lot about technology that
scares me: cyber-bullying, the over-use of social media, and access to inappropriate content.
But, I believe we can’t let these concerns get in the way of supporting students to use technology
and the internet in positive and responsible ways. In too many classrooms, technology policies
have been centered around “no”—no devices, no texting, no snapping. But students are already
using the internet everyday. As teachers, it is our responsibility to to keep up, learn, and adapt.
That’s why I’m excited to share these teacher-created, student-tested ideas to bring digital
citizenship into your classroom. These favorites were selected from over 100 ideas submitted
from educators across the country, who came together to share, collaborate, and build together
during The Teachers Guild’s and ISTE’s 10-week design challenge. Along with other teacher
mentors, I supported in coaching teachers to further develop their ideas. This collaboration between
The Teachers Guild and ISTE is a perfect example of the power and value that good digital
citizenship can bring into the world.
We hope these ideas will inspire you and that you’ll try them in your classroom! Share how you’re
bringing digital citizenship in your classroom with The Teachers Guild and ISTE by using the
hashtag #TGDigiCit or email us at hello@teachersguild.org.
Thanks for joining us on this journey!
Paul Kim, Community Catalyst
The Teachers Guild & ISTE
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Make Your Own Policy
Make Your Own Policy brings together teachers, community members,
parents, and students to develop a social media policy for the school. Student
voice leads the shaping of policy, helping students feel trusted and
empowered to use social media for learning.
Read More

Consider this
Start small! Forming a school-wide policy can be a large task. Consider
starting out by co-designing a classroom policy with your students.
T his is a great team building activity! Identify the students and community
members that could form teams together.

Perfect for:
Grades K–12

PAT R I C I A S M E Y E R S
Elementary School Math Teacher,
Clarendon School
Contact her here.
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Blog Together, Grow Together
Students grow as digital citizens by updating student blogs throughout the year.
They learn how to write positive posts and provide thoughtful comments or
questions in response. Students can write about their favorite books or share
opinions on a range of topics. Start the year by editing and monitoring your
students' posts, and consider opening them up for public comment when
students gain confidence. Blogging creates space to share new ideas and learn
from others!
Read More

Consider this
Start with a strong foundation. Take time in the beginning of the year to have
discussions on responsibility and have students take a Kindness Pledge,
committing to writing kind words.
KidBlog.Org is a great site for kid-friendly blogging (there are many other
options too!)

Perfect for:
Grades 3–6
K A I T LY N H I L E M A N
3rd Grade Teacher,
Ven Rensselaer Elementary
Contact her here.
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Digital Role Play
Digital Role Play helps students connect digital applications to real world
interactions. Students are introduced to common online scenarios and asked to
solve a problem together. For example, a student displays unkind behavior towards
a stranger on social media. Students are then guided through the process
of acting out how that scenario would unfold in the real world. If a student was
being mean to a stranger on the sidewalk, how would that interaction look?
Following the role play, students are guided through a reflection process

Consider this
Some students might be shy to engage; try introducing it first with some fun
warm ups and a class discussion.

Perfect for:
Grades 6 –12

and discussion.
Read More

DANIEL OWENS
Former Teacher
Partner, The Learning Accelerator
Contact him here.
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Classroom Twitter Board
Students create an analog version of a Twitter board in their classrooms to
practice positive digital citizenship. A poster is created in the classroom
with space for students to “paper tweet” their thoughts throughout the year.
Co-design hashtags with your students that relate to themes you’re learning
in class. For example, you might try #decimals in Math or #gravity in a
Science class.
Read More

Consider this
Try using dry erase markers and materials so the board is easy for students
to update on a regular basis.
Use the Twitter board for reflections! It’s a fun way to integrate end of the day
reflections for students to share a learning or wonder.

Perfect for:
Grades 2–6

JILL JENSEN
Elementary School Science Teacher,
Glacier Hills Elementary School of Arts & Science
Contact her here.
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You Are a Digital Superhero
This lesson activates students as superheroes, defining and identifying their
strengths as digital citizens. Students exercise their creativity by using media to
understand the qualities of digital media. They engage in creative activities such
as writing poems, creating sketches, and using PaintBrush or Photoshop.
Read More

Consider this
Reflection matters. Use the pre-designed reflection questions, or create your
own, to generate student feedback on the activity and encourage students
to reflect.

Perfect for:
Grades 5–8

LING L AM
Educational Technology Specialist,
Monticello Academy
Contact her here.
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News Validity
Students learn to think critically about the headlines they see online. In this
lesson, students hear stories of viral headlines that were untrue and harmful,
discuss the consequences of fake headlines, and brainstorm tools for identifying if a
headline or news article is fake. Using a student brainstorm, build a “Reliable News
Checklist” and give each student an article on which to practice their detective
skills, evaluate, and share with the class.
Read More

Consider this
Try using QR codes to send articles to students for them to investigate!
Throw in a few well-written satire articles, to really put their checklist to
the test!

Perfect for:
Ages 11–18
S A R A H G L AT Z
Technology Integrator,
Memorial Middle School
Contact her here.
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Bubble Buster
Students are introduced to the concept of confirmation bias and its ability to to
alter our objectivity when learning new information. They apply the lesson on
confirmation bias to their own social media accounts, by collecting demographic
data from their online “friends” and analyzing them using formulas and graphs in
a spreadsheet. Students brainstorm steps for recognizing and addressing their
own confirmation bias and discuss how confirmation bias may be present in
news media.
Read More

Consider this
Teach your kids how to use spreadsheet formulas like =Countif to identify
patterns in their social media data.
Have your kids use the existing graph-building feature in spreadsheets to
visualize student data.

Perfect for:
Ages 13–18

JD FERRIES-ROWE
Chief Information Officer,
Brebeuf Jesuit Preparatory School
Contact him here.
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Can I Use That? Copyright & Creative Commons
This lesson helps students understand and harness their intellectual properties
and responsibilities, in a time when much content is remixed and reused online. This
interactive lesson uses media and game-based activities to help students gain a
strong understanding of the concepts of copyright, fair use, and Creative
Commons.
Read More

Consider this
Use her tips on how to find Creative Commons images online!
Reading about relevant copyright cases can help put this conversation into
real-world context.

Perfect for:
Ages 6–12
GAIL DESLER
Technology Integration Specialist,
Elk Grove Unified School District
Contact her here.
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5 Whys, 4 Corners
This is an interactive activity that supports students in understanding the root
cause of a situation or event. Students engage in a conversation about digital
citizenship such as digital footprints or privacy and security. They separate
into four corners of a room, each answering “Why?” from a prompt and explaining
their response. They rotate stations and then answer “Why?” to the last
group’s answer.
Read More

Consider this
The secret is in the prompts. Choose prompts that are thought provoking and
leave room for debate. The stronger the prompts, the stronger the results.
Curate diverse groups and consider assigning roles such as “Timekeeper” or
“Facilitator” to help keep the conversations on track.

Perfect for:
Grades 7–12

GABRIEL JONES
Technology Teacher,
The Primacy Collegiate Academy
Contact him here.
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Global Citizenship — LICENSE
LICENSE explores the tenets of citizenship, digital citizenship, and character to
create a unified theory of global citizenship in a meaningful and comprehensive
way. Students define what it means to be an exemplary member of a community,
whether its locally, globally, or digitally. A license identifies who you are and
tells others about you. LICENSE helps students identify who they are and how
they are perceived by others.
Read More

Consider this
Use the included Personal Branding Workbook to help students build a
personal brand.
Have a conversation with your students about what makes a good citizen offline,
and have them apply it to the digital space.

Perfect for:
Grades 7–12
LESLIE PRALLE
Instructional Technology Consultant,
Prairie Lakes Area Education Agency
Contact her here.
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Teacher Takeover
Teacher Takeover is a school-wide Twitter competition that encourages both
teachers and students to “share their greatness” by modeling positive use of social
media in schools. Teachers and staff use Twitter to celebrate a range of
accomplishments from club milestones to team achievements. Continue the
conversation by inviting students to share 20 second videos responding to
questions such as “What does our school mean to you?” and sharing via social
media. This promotes a positive school culture and cultivates a sense of belonging.
Read More

Consider this
Get creative with the prompts you provide students! This is a great chance to
increase student voice around issues that matter in your school community.
Think of this as a digital Pep Rally! Make this a week long event and incorporate
prizes to celebrate contributions!

Perfect for:
Grades 9–12
THERESA CHRISTENSEN
English Language Arts Teacher,
William Fremd High School
Contact her here.
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Thank You
#TGDigiCit
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